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Learning to go potty is tricky for the Chickies! This lovable, heart-warming series makes a great gift

for any new family. Experience all of the big parenting milestones with the Chickies. With engaging

rhymes, endearing illustrations, and a soft padded cover, these books are perfect for babies and

toddlers to enjoy.
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This whole series is just ok. Chicks are cute, but not cute enough to offset the ok writing. Some big

words, so not a beginner reader book so much as a book to read to babies. That said, I think the

writing could've been better suited for babies then (clearer messaging, all recognizable vocabulary).

Physical quality of book is excellent.

The chickies books are adorable for young kids. I love the repetition and my girls (9 month old twins)

enjoy them. The illustrations are cute and add to the books. They are board books so I have no

concerns about my kids ripping pages or otherwise destroying them (even if they do chew on the

pages). Also, if you go to the website, there are audio recording and other bonus features for each

book.



This book has been a savior for potty training our twin daughters. They have gotten to the point

where they can read it themselves and they are only 2yrs of age. One of them won't use the potty

without reading this book.

I bought this originally for my 1st born.. Almost 4 years ago, she still loves this book.. But it has been

passed down to her little sister (17months old) who adores this book. This is by far her favorite

book.. And we have to read it several times every day. I've decided we will have to buy the rest of

the series. Super cute book. My girls love how crazy the little chickies are.;)

My friends' kids really love this book and the other chickies books as well. They have enough

repetition to appeal to young kids but it doesn't get annoying for the adult reader. It's cute how the

chickies' barnyard friends try to patiently teach them something, and then the chickies run amok. My

mom pointed out that any farm kid can tell you that chickies are exactly like that!

I don't normally write reviews, however this book is so cute that I had to! I bought this book for my

son when he was 18 months old. He loves it so much that we have gone on to buy all the other

"Chickies" books, which are equally as cute!

Janee Trasler is genius! Thank you. Your book inspires my granddaughter and encourages her

mom that we will 'get the job done'!

This book runs afoul (afowl? sorry, I had to!) of nearly all basic principles of toilet training: the

language is not at all straightforward, numerous less desirable situations are modeled before the

correct situation is modeled, there is no sense of active participation or control on the part of the

child, and none of the steps of pottying are described. I know it's a storybook and not a manual, but

I found it a terribly confusing way to introduce my toddler to using the potty. There are many

children's books that do a much better job: Potty by Leslie Patricelli, Everybody Poops, Once Upon

a Potty, and The Potty Book, to name a few. Skip this one.
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